Allen's Guide to the AMX 13 90

I. Introduction

The AMX 13 90 is the Tier 7 light tank on the French Medium Tree. Currently, as of
version 0.7.1, it is the highest-tier light tank in the game. It is researched off the AMX 13 75, and
is the predecessor of the Lorraine 40t. It is a small, fast, and nimble tank which packs a decent
punch with its autoloader. Combined with a well-trained crew and decent equipment load out,
it is an excellent and flexible performer in the battle tiers which it participates in, being able to
both scout and deal damage as the tactical situation requires.
Of note is that it has a very small profile, making it hard for opponents to detect. On the
downside, the gun's elevation and depression is very small, making the use of terrain for
shooting very essential.

II. Tank Specifications and Upgrades
Here are the specifications of the AMX 13 90 with all the available module upgrades
(please note that this includes 100% crew and Improved Ventilation Class 1 installed):

As you can see, this is a fast (64 km/h) and nimble (40 deg/sec) tank that can scout (460 view
range and 850 signal range) and can also deal damage (170 average penetration and 240 average
damage) with its 6-shot autoloader. However, it also reveals one of the tank's weaknesses: its armor.
With only 40/20/15 hull and 40/20/20 turret armor, all the tanks that you will be fighting have the
potential to damage you. Just like a scout tank, your only defense is to avoid fire by being hidden from
enemies, or by using the tank's speed and agility to keep out of harm's way.
Of special note is the tank's susceptibility to SPGs. Due to the thin hull and turret of the tank,
SPG shells usually penetrate and do full damage to the tank. Due to the devastating effects of SPG to the
AMX 13 90, I suggest being extra vigilant when you're in a battle with SPGs in the lineup.

Now let's have a look at the modules that you can unlock and use for the AMX 13 90:

And here is a more detailed look into each individual module:

III. Module Upgrade Path
This is a very flexible little tank, and this is where it starts: you can choose your upgrade
path as you please. Weight limitations do not come into play when upgrading your AMX 13 90.
The stock tracks can accommodate all module upgrades plus any equipment you want to
install! How's that for flexibility? Your hard-earned XP can be applied to whichever module you
choose. Here are my suggestions:
a. For primarily damage-dealing play styles: get the F3 gun first (16,000 XP and 83,510
credits) as it gives you a 26mm difference in penetration and 105 increased damage,
although you lose half of your Rate of Fire. That increased penetration is very useful
considering the battle tiers you'll be playing in. You can then get the tracks and engines
for additional mobility, as well as the radio for improved situational awareness.
b. For primarily scouting play styles: get the tracks (9,030 XP and 19,540 credits),
engines (10,500 XP and 94,140 credits for all 3 engines), and radio (9,400 XP and 54,000
credits) first before upgrading your gun. The increased speed, agility, and signal strength
is essential in a scout role, allowing you to go to hiding places first, and also to get you
out of trouble fast!
One thing to note: the first 2 engine upgrade as well as the radio upgrade are
researchable from the AMX 13 75. I highly recommend getting your AMX 13 75 to elite status to
lessen the XP you need for researching them on your AMX 13 90, as well as less time that you
need to spend on inferior modules. If you have researched all possible modules for your AMX
13 75, then XP and credit requirements are going to be much less. For the engine, you would
need only the last upgrade, which costs: 7,800 XP and 39,740 credits. For the radio, no need for
any XP if it is unlocked from the previous tank, just the 54,000 credits and you're all set!

IV. Equipment
For equipment, again the ideal equipment combination would depend upon your
specific play style. Here are my suggestions:
a. For primarily damage-dealing play styles:




Coated Optics - allow you to see your targets 10% farther than normal, giving
you first-fire capability.
Improved Ventilation Class 1 - gives 5% improvement to your crew,
improving most of the performance areas of your tank.
Enhanced Gun Laying Drive - 10% improved aiming time, so you have to
spend less time aiming, maximizing your burst-fire capability.

b. For primarily scouting play styles:
 Coated Optics - allow you to see your targets 10% farther than normal even
while moving and performing active scouting, allowing your teammates to
deal damage while you stay hidden from your enemies' view.
 Improved Ventilation Class 1 - gives 5% improvement to your crew,
improving most of the performance areas of your tank.
 Binocular Telescope - 25% more view range while stationary. This is also
important when passive scouting as when it is coupled with your normal
460m view range, it allows you to unmask enemies which have high
camouflage coefficients, like Tank Destroyers and other light tanks.

Those are my recommended equipment combinations for those general play styles.
However, I would suggest experimenting with different combinations of equipment to suit your
play style!

V. Game Tactics
For game tactics, again I will be segregating the sub-guide into the two play styles that
the tank can do. This shows how flexible the AMX 13 90 can be: it can be effective in many
different ways! Here are my suggested tactics:
a. For primarily damage-dealing play styles:













Do not spearhead a push! Your thin armor would not stand repeated hits
from enemy tanks.
Do try to play as a support tank, assisting heavy tanks or other medium tanks
fighting an enemy. Wait for an enemy to shoot first, then sneak in and
unleash your rapid fire gun! You can get at least 2 or 3 hits while the enemy
is reloading his gun.
Do try to play as an anti-scout tank. When you or someone else detects a
scout, you can give chase and hunt the scout down. With your speed and
firepower, even end-tier scouts can be easy prey.
Do try to hide in a safe place while reloading. The one drawback of the auto
loader is that it takes quite a bit for the magazine to reload. You are very
vulnerable during this time as there is no way for you to return fire. When
you have spent some shells and can reload in a safe place, press "C" on your
keyboard to manually reload your magazine.
Do try to flank distracted opponents. Try to hit the sides and rear of enemy
tanks. In higher-tier battles, even the 90mm gun of your tank may not be
enough to penetrate their front armor. Luckily, you have the speed and
agility to do a flanking maneuver. Just make sure that you are safe from
enemy fire while maneuvering.
Do use your stealth to your advantage. Since the AMX 13 90 is a light tank, it
gets no penalty to its camouflage even while moving! Couple that with a
camouflage-trained crew, and you can usually sneak up on unsuspecting
enemies, fire a round or two, and pull back to safety.
Do be aware of your gun's angle of depression and angle of elevation. The
gun has a very limited range of both depression and elevation, and can be
severely restrictive if you do not position your tank well before firing.

b. For primarily scouting play styles:











Do train your crew with camouflage as the first secondary skill. When
scouting, stealth is your friend! The trick is to detect the enemy while you
remain unseen.
Do not fire on enemies you've spotted, let your teammates shoot them
instead. Firing your gun increases the chances of being spotted by your
opponents. What's more, when you're spotting for your teammates, you get
50% of the XP and credits that are gained by damaging and killing enemies!
Do be familiar with the different maps in the game. Your knowledge of the
maps will allow you to know where the good spots are for passive scouting.
Usually this is an area which has a hiding place (usually a bush) with a direct
line of sight to an area where the opponent will usually pass by or even
position themselves.
Do move if you have been spotted, as enemy tanks, and especially SPG, can
do a lot of damage to you. Use your speed and agility to dash to a safe place!
Do not do a "suicide run" to the enemy base. Doing that deprives your team
of a good scouting tank, as well as a good gun. When active scouting, I
suggest running a "loop", head towards the enemy, and as soon as you spot
them, make a u-turn and head for safety.
Do run away from enemies at an angle. Running 180 degrees directly away
from an enemy makes it easy for them to aim for your tank. Running away at
an angle, while driving erratically, makes it harder for enemy tanks
(especially SPG) to hit you.

As a general rule, the tank fulfills the light and medium roles admirably with its
combination of speed, agility, view range, and firepower. However, it is still up to the player
how he would utilize this extremely flexible tank to its limit. A bit of practice is needed for the
player to familiarize himself/herself with the tank's capabilities. Do not be afraid to experiment!
This is just a rough guide on how to play this tank conventionally, coming from a conventional
player like me. If me, an average player, can find ways to effectively utilize this tank, then I'm
sure everyone else would excel in it!

VI. Epilogue
This guide is written by me, an average player of the game. To show you how good this
tank is, you can compare my general stats with my AMX 13 90 stats:
My overall stats:

My AMX 13 90 stats:

